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Abstract 
This is the report for the final thesis in Game Design at Luleå University of Technology. The work was 

done in Skellefteå University which is part of LTU. This document contains the background and goal 

of the project, how it was done and the results together with the final conclusions of the work. The 

work was done for a project called Meet, Play and Learn [1], a collaboration made up by several 

institutes and universities around Scandinavia. Their goal was to research and develop social learning 

games for children with diabetes and the goal of this thesis was to create a few ideas and game 

concepts for that project.  

The work of this thesis include the process of researching type 1 diabetes, children and their gaming 

habits, games and their potential as a learning tool and how all of it comes together in the design 

process. The result are five game concepts, each with their own unique way of approaching the 

challenge of designing social learning games for kids. 

Sammanfattning 
Detta är slutrapporten för ett examensarbeten i Spel Design vid Luleå Tekniska Universitet. Arbetet 

utfördes i Skellefteå Universitet som är en del av LTU. Detta dokument innehåller bakgrunden och 

målet med projektet, hur det utfördes och resultaten tillsammans med slutsatserna av arbetet. 

Arbetet utfördes för ett projekt som heter Meet, Play and Learn [1], en kollaboration bestående av 

flera institutioner och universitet runtom i Skandinavien. Deras mål var att forska och utveckla 

sociala inlärnings spel för barn med diabetes och målet med denna avhandling var att skapa några 

idéer och koncept spel för det projektet.  

Arbetet med denna avhandling omfattar processen att efterforska typ 1-diabetes, barn och sina 

spelvanor, spel och deras potential som ett läromedel och hur allt detta kommer tillsammans i 

designprocessen. Resultatet är fem spel koncept, var och en med sitt eget unika sätt att ta sig an 

utmaningen att utforma sociala inlärnings spel för barn. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
This thesis started when I came in contact with Peter Boman and Johannes Hirche at Luleå Technical 

University, Skellefteå who was working on the project Meet, Play and Learn [1]. The project needed a 

few game concepts where I as game designer could offer my expertise.  

 

1.2 Goal 
The goal throughout this project was to examine and document different games aimed at children, 

and then to think of, design and present concepts and scenarios suitable for the project goals. 

 

1.3 Meet, Play, Learn 
Meet, play and learn [1] was a pre-project to develop a social gamebased learning tool for children 

with diabetes. The project was spread through several institutes and universities around Scandinavia, 

doing various research and surveys about children with diabetes, their game habits and social 

network.  
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2. The process 

2.1 Startup phase 
At the beginning of the work you want to get a somewhat decent understanding of the project, its 

goals and purpose. With that you could start early to brainstorm and to write down some basic game 

concepts, together with a number of games that could serve as inspiration for later. This is a good 

way to get your creative process going, as well as having something to go back and work with after 

you have done the research and overlooked all the information. 

 

2.2 Research 
Lots of the information, documents and websites for this project was provided through the 

supervisor or from the projects main site [2]. In addition to this some extra research was made in 

preparation for the design phase. 

 

2.2.1 Type 1 Diabetes 

One of the first steps when doing the initial background research was to learn about type 1 diabetes 

[3], and how it affects children and their life. A big issue for the child and its parents is to handle all 

the new information, and habits crucial for the child’s wellbeing. The onset for the disease is often 

fast which naturally can shock the parents when they learn about their son or dotters condition, and 

the information given to them at this point might be overwhelming [4]. 

The child must now adjust to a whole new lifestyle, learn all this new information, take responsibility 

for their eating and exercise habits, together with the regular measurement of blood sugar and 

injection of insulin. Their social life might also be affected, he/she are perhaps the only one suffering 

from diabetes amongst its friends and relatives by the same age, making the child feel more isolated 

and alone. This problem is quite common in northern Scandinavia where there are fewer people and 

larger distances between children with the same illness. 

All these issues can make an already difficult situation even more challenging, and it was on these 

grounds the project Meet, Play and Learn was initiated, to ease these problems and help the child 

and its parents. 

 

2.2.2 Children & Gaming 

Researching children’s gaming habits started out by looking back at what one self liked and played as 

a child, and compare it with the games children play today. You quickly realized the difference isn't 

that huge, the basic rule still seems to be that you should keep it relatively simple and accessible but 

also don’t be afraid to challenge the child and make the game too easy. However looking at the data 

provided by the projects interviews of children and their gaming habits you could see that one major 

difference today compared to 10-15 years ago is that most children (96%) say they play games on the 

internet using a computer.  
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This information was crucial for the project since one of the main goals was to create a social 
platform for children with diabetes, so they can meet and interact with other children suffering from 
the same disease. Other interesting point of the survey included:  

 64% say they like human-like characters. 

 Almost 80% of the girls like fantasy worlds. (54% of the boys) 

 72% of the girls like to build things (50% of the boys) 

 77% of the boys like to fight in games (20% of the girls) 

 More than half of the children like quests where they have to think. 

 Very few of the children are allowed to play games like World of Warcraft because of violent 
game mechanics and their parents having issues with free chat in an online game. 

The research also looked into their social network and found out that very few of the children are 

allowed to have accounts on social networking sites where they can share private data (Facebook, 

etc.).  

 

2.2.3 Games & Learning 

The subject of video games and learning is a challenging one. Rather than focus on the information 

and conclusion provided by people who don’t regular play games, you should perhaps look more to 

your own experiences and what you learned as gamer over the past years, and what other game 

designers like Daniel Floyd think about the subject [5].  

The main problem is that far too often learning games or serious games as they sometimes are 

called, rarely take full use of the advantages gaming has to offer over other non interactive media, 

such as books and movies. Gaming today is more popular than ever but the gap between ordinary 

games and learning games is still huge, if not even bigger than before when it comes to interaction, 

entertainment and production value.  

Naturally you can’t expect games meant to educate to have the same 30-40 million dollar budgets as 

the some of the big triple-A titles have today, like Battlefield [6] or Mass Effect [7] or even to have a 

few million dollar budget, but that does not mean it has to be crudely made and boring to play. Many 

of the best games ever made are simple low budget (by today’s standard at least) 2D titles, like 

Worms and Super Mario Bros that still holds up today. Furthermore if you look at the newly bloomed 

indie market and their successful titles like Braid, Angry Birds and Minecraft, you quickly realize these 

relatively simple and low budget games have a huge potential market. 

The learning games however still don’t manage to be very successful. The main reason as it always 

have been is too much focus on hammering down the subject you are about to learn, rather than 

develop a good and fun game that makes you involved into the subject, so you want to learn more. 

Because if you don’t enjoy playing the game it can quickly transform into a chore, and the 

information given to you at that point won’t stick, so you might as well just read a book of the 

subject instead. This approach to constantly forcing new information onto the player can possible 

have an extra negative effect when the subject at hand is the disease the child suffers from, and 

perhaps does not want to be reminded of all the time when playing. 

A simple solution for this problem can just be to take ordinary, great, simple and fun game concepts 

that have proven to work before. Then carefully see if you can implement relevant information and 

possible quizzes where it’s appropriate, without removing the fun of the gaming experience.  
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Another thing you should look into is tangential learning [8], and how to expose someone to a 

subject so he/she get interested in it and want to learn more about it by themselves. This is perhaps 

something that works better for adults, especially since they can easier look up and find the correct 

information but even so, if it manages to spark the child’s interest of their disease just a little bit 

there can be a lot to gain from it.  

The child might become more willing to listen to their parents about it, and perhaps increase their 

curiosity for the other information given to them, both outside and in the rest of the game and how 

it all hangs together. If done right it can help them give a much better understanding of their 

condition, and provide them a new perspective for their situation. Perhaps rather than spending time 

thinking of what unfortunate situation they are in every time they must check their blood sugar, the 

child might instead take a more scientific and curious approach to their disease.  

 

2.3 Design 
The research help you create a better understanding when choosing what game ideas might work 

and which ones you should avoid. It gives you a much better perspective when writing down, 

adjusting and choosing which of the games ideas you could use and develop further.  

The design face started out by looking at the simple game concepts that was already written down 

and if they would be suited to be used for this project. This list included a couple of very simple 2D 

games such as a top viewed racing game, eating game, a basic platform game, a cooking game etc. 

Also listed were a number of already released titles like The Sims, Mario, Farmville, Runescape, 

Jeopardy, and so on that could possibly be used for inspiration to think of new game ideas suitable 

for the projects needs. 

Something to consider when designing learning games and games in general is the amount of 

information you should provide to the player. The often safest approach is to given it out moderately 

so not to scare off the player, to then carefully and gradually introducing new knowledge relevant to 

the subject as the player moves along. A lot of what the child can learn could perhaps be optional, 

where the player have to seek this out by themselves. For example a side quest in an rpg, and by 

doing that side quest and acquire extra optional information the player is rewarded with additional 

points or gold, which could be useful in the rest of the game. Dividing and padding out information in 

such a way might help the player get into the game and its world faster, and therefore get him/her 

interested of experience more of it.  

Because one of the big traps you don’t want to fall into is designing a game you can’t implement 

knowledge and information in a good way, without breaking up the fun. For example a 2D top 

viewed racing game could be very difficult to make, if you have to deliver the player information that 

also seems relevant to what happens in the game. Questions like what do cars have to do with 

diabetes, and why should you bother learning about it becomes a problem. You could perhaps solve 

this by making the cars alive and instead of gasoline they run on insulin, thus making the experience 

more immersive. But you still have the issue of when and how you should deliver new knowledge. 

Car games are suppose to quickly get the player into the action but if the game stalls you too much, 

too often it might lose its appeal. 
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A way around this problem is to instead look at more slow-paced games which are better adjusted 

for learning, without sucking you out of the experience. Turn-based games for example are perfect if 

you want to present the player new knowledge in a calm and good way, that also fits the flow of the 

rest of the game.  

Looking at games that already had parts of what you need can also be a good approach. For example 

in a cooking game you need to know what ingredients to mix and how to prepare them, adding 

additional information on how these ingredients affects your blood sugar is fairly easily and makes 

sense. Further ideas were to look at games that give the player some responsibility over something, 

like taking care of a pet with diabetes. Since children with diabetes have to learn to look after their 

own blood sugar levels and injection of insulin, it can be a good idea to also let them practice these 

sorts of things in game. 

Now you have a couple of solid ideas for games that could be both fun, educational and worked well 

together with the subject of diabetes. However few of these concepts had any major social aspect in 

them, and to figure out a game that had all the necessary properties together with a social platform 

was one of the hardest part of the design process. 

The obvious solution was to make every game into a massive multiplayer online game, but many of 

the game concepts wouldn’t have worked well if doing so, and mmo and learning games can be very 

hard to combine. So instead of focus merely on making all the games into various mmo titles, you 

perhaps want to look at the possibility of creating only one mmo-like game that could serve as a 

platform for other games. 

 

2.4 Game concepts 

2.4.1 Running Guys 

The first game concept that was worked on was Running Guys and it came up quickly when first 

looking at making a simple sidescroller platform game. The idea was basically to make a Mario like 

game but instead of coins and mushrooms you collected foods and insulin. This could teach children 

to manage their blood sugar and insulin, as well as how exercise and different food habits affect 

them. Later it was discovered there already was a very similar game like it called Equalize [9], but 

rather than being discouraged by this it instead helped develop the idea even further. The idea to 

add a basic multiplayer mode giving it some social properties was also included. 

Advantage: Easy, accessible and quickly gives the player new information. 

Disadvantage: No major social aspect. Only fairly simple and direct knowledge can be implemented 

without sacrificing the pace of the game. 

 

2.4.2 Adventure Quiz 

When making Adventure Quiz the thought was on the classic turn-based rpg titles like Hero Quest, 

strategy games like Heroes of Might and Magic, and how you could perhaps combined them together 
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with a quiz game like Trivial Pursuit. These games are already slow-paced and have a great potential 

for implementing a lot of knowledge, without sacrificing the immersion of the game. 

Advantage: Can deliver lots of information and get the player invested in a more long term 

experience, so further increasing the potential for tangential learning.  

Disadvantage: Could be somewhat hard to get into. Multiplayer capabilities are limited. 

 

2.4.3 Village 

This was to be the main multiplayer game where you should be able to meet other people with 

diabetes, interact and play games with them. Village is basically just a simple 2D top viewed game 

with a couple of locations, where you control and move an avatar to go around and interact with 

various things and other players that are online. The inspiration for this title was games like 

Runescape, WoW and The Sims, but for a limited budget project you don't want something too 

complex and hard to develop either a good idea is also to look at games like Farmville to keep things 

nice and simple. The idea here was also that you could implement pretty much any of the simpler 

game ideas, like Running Guys or Bon Appétit into this game. 

Advantage: Gives you a big social platform. Can deliver lots of information and get the player 

invested in a more long term experience, so further increasing the potential for tangential learning.  

Disadvantage: Might be a little overwhelming at first and hard to get into. Can be quite complicated 

to develop, and like all mmo’s it has a risk of falling flat on some vital aspect. 

 

2.4.4 Fluffy 

The idea of Fluffy came to mind when looking back at the old games played and remembering toys 

like the Tamagotchi, where you took care of a vertical pet. Fluffy is basically the same concept only it 

has diabetes, and to be able to take care of it you have to learn the same things you need in real life. 

This idea was also very similar to a game called Diabetic Dog [10]. 

Advantage: Easy to learn and get into. Teaches responsibility and has big potential to give vital 

information to the player in a way that better reflects reality. 

Disadvantage: No big social aspect by its own. 

 

2.4.5 Bon Appétit 

Bon Appétit was also one of the simpler ideas that could work very well together with learning about 

diabetes. You look at games like The Sims and Cooking Mama and how you could teach children 

about their eating habits and how it affects you. 

Advantage: Simple to get into. Good way to teach children about food and how it affects them. 

Disadvantage: No deeper knowledge to gain other than the food aspect. Has limited multiplayer 

possibilities. 
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3. Results 

3.1 Running Guys 
(Inspired by/ideas from: New Super Mario Bros [11], Little Big Planet [12], Equalize [9]) 

This is a sidescroller platform game where you play as one to four guys running and jumping over 

different objects, collecting items and solving simple puzzles. While you play you have to manage 

your blood sugar by eating or avoiding certain food and use insulin, much like the game Equalize. 

 

Figure 1. Above shows a screenshot from the game Equalize. 

When playing more than one person the game works similar to New Super Mario Bros on the Wii, 

where the game adapts and adds more items and also making some of the puzzles require more than 

one person to solve. Each player still has to manage their own insulin levels, however if someone 

passes out another player can help him up. 

 

Figure 2. Above shows a screenshot from the game New Super Mario Bros in co-op mode. 
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Besides the regular levels you and your friends can play bonus tracks, where the goal is to complete 

the levels in the shortest time possible. Before playing each player can also put a predetermined 

amount of food and items wherever you want on the level, similar to the editor mode in Little Big 

Planet. These items can include everything from items such as trampolines, food with much or little 

sugar and insulin, so deciding where to put them can be very important. 

 

3.2 Adventure Quiz 
(Inspired by/ideas from: Trivial Pursuit [13], Final Fantasy [14], Heroes of Might and Magic [15], Hero 

Quest [16]) 

Adventure Quiz is a mix between a classic board game and fantasy rpg. You can play as one to four 

players each selecting a mage, paladin, elf or rogue all having different attributes and skills. You start 

by seeing an overview of a board/map where you must travel on a set path through forests, swaps 

over rivers and towns and so on to reach the castle, fight the dragon and get the treasure. 

 

Figure 3. Above shows the loading screen and overview map from the game Trine. 

Each round starts by giving the player tree questions about type 1 diabetes to answer, and for each 

correct answer you get an action point you can use to move the player(s) forward on the map. If 

there is a monster in the path you must attack it in order to continue forward. You can also use the 

action points to search an area you stand in for treasures and hidden paths, or to search the next 

area for traps and hidden enemies. 

The game is turn-based and when your turn is over the monsters on the map move, and if the 

player(s) is close enough they will attack you. When someone gets attacked you enter a battle mode 

which also is turn based, here the combatants fight on a fixed grid where you can choose to 

move/attack, shoot, use magic or defend/heal, and the attacker get the first move. 
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For each succeeded action you get rewarded with experience points you can give to your characters, 

as well as knowledge and hints about diabetes written down in a book you can use when answering 

the questions. 

 

Figure 4. Above shows a screenshot from the game Heroes of Might and Magic II in combat mode. 

 

3.3 Village 
(Inspired by/ideas from: Farmville [17], Secret of Mana [18], The Sims [19]) 

Village is a mmo game for people with diabetes type 1, their friends and family. You start like most 

mmos by creating an avatar, giving it a name and appearance you like, and then enter the game 

which takes place in a fantasy world in a nice idyllic village. 

         

Figure 5. Above shows two screenshots from the game Secret of Mana. 

You start in the center of the village where people meet and interact with each other, here is also the 

village chief located, an npc that gives you some basic information about the place and what you can 

do. Up north are the houses where you can select to visit a friend’s house or get your own one. 
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Down south are the farms where you can choose to visit and work at a friend’s farm or start your 

own, while at the same time learning about different food and how it affects your body when you 

have diabetes. 

 

Figure 6. Above shows a screenshot from the game Farmville. 

To the east are the game and tournament fields where you can choose different games and 

challenges to earn money and achievements. These games could be the ones listed in this document 

or simpler ones anyone can pick up and play. Throughout the game you also earn money and to the 

west there is a marketplace, where you can buy and trade all sorts of things for your house, farm and 

gaming equipment. 

The main goal is just to have fun and a good time so the players want to experience more of the 

game. Not all things need to be about diabetes, but the games and tasks that award the player with 

the most the money are the ones that gives them knowledge of diabetes type 1, and how to 

generally live and eat healthy. 

 

3.4 Fluffy 
(Inspired by/ideas from: The Sims [19], Tamaguchi [20], Pokémon [21]) 

Fluffy is a pet game where the player takes care and trains cute cuddly creatures called “fluffies” that 

has type 1 diabetes. You start by selecting a fluffy each having different stats, where some will need 

more exercise, others more petting or food etc. You also select a small house/cage the fluffy will live 

in and add an exercise wheel, water bottle, food bowl, toys etc.        

 

Figure 7. Above shows a screenshot from the game Diabetic Dog. 
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The goal is to make the fluffies happy and keep their blood sugar level stable, and by doing so you get 

rewarded by them pooping valuable gems and pearls you can use to buy more fluffies, a bigger cage, 

better equipment and toys. 

Another thing you could add is a multiplayer tournament mode, where you can battle your fluffies 

against other player’s fluffies. This feature could for example be added in a mmo type game such as 

Village. 

 

Figure 7. Above shows a screenshot from the game Pokémon in combat mode. 

 

3.5 Bon Appétit 
(Inspired by/ideas from: Cooking Mama [22], The Sims [19]) 

Bon Appétit is a simple cooking and eating game, where the player learns about food and how it 

affects someone with type 1 diabetes. The game takes place in a restaurant and the player takes the 

role as a waiter and chief. The first aspect of the game is to order the right food for the right person 

by looking at their insulin level and what they like to eat.  

When all the orders are done the next step is to prepare and cook the dinner, by mixing and adding 

ingredients to a pot or bowl deepening what kind of food you are making. Some recipes are easy to 

follow but others more sugar rich ones may be a bit trickier, and you may have to alter the recipe in 

some way to avoid getting a customer’s blood sugar level too high. 

 

Figure 8. Above shows a screenshot from the game Cooking Mama. 
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The final game aspect is to quickly deliver the food to the customers before it gets too cold or ruined. 

You get rewarded in money by how fast the food was delivered, cooked and how well it manages the 

costumer’s blood sugar levels. You also receive a better/worse reputation depending how satisfy the 

customer was, which can lead to more or less customers. With the money you can buy and upgrade 

stuff for your restaurant, such as better ingredients and cooking equipments for the chief, 

rollerblades and bigger trays for the waiter, more seats and tables for the customers etc. 

 

Figure 9. Above shows a screenshot from the game Restaurant Business . 

A multiplayer aspect can be that other players can work at your restaurant, help take orders or 

cooking the food and this could work in a mmo game like Village. 
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4. Analyze & Discussion 
When entering a fairly extensive project like Meet, Play and Learn [1] that has already gone on for a 

while there is often much information and data to go through and process. This was also one of the 

main benefits of this thesis since a lot of research had already been done. However at first when you 

don’t get access to all the documents or to the projects main site it can in the beginning halt your 

work flow a little bit. But once this is solved you suddenly get overwhelmed with all this new 

information, and the challenge now instead become more of sorting process and to find out what 

might be relevant and useful, when designing the game concepts. 

The research of Typ 1 Diabetes, Children & Gaming and Games & Learning went fairly well and it was 

an interesting and informative experience. Besides being very useful in the design process the 

research will also give you a broader perspective of games, and their possibilities as social platforms 

and learning tools. However it can also present difficult limits and possible designer traps you 

previously aren't use to. The challenge for not only designing games for children, but also making 

them educational, and on top of that preferable a social game made the work quite harder than 

expected, where you have to rethink and rewrite some of the ideas several times. 

 

4.1 What went right? 
The general design process went fairly smooth and straightforward, you learn a lot from a project like 

this which in the end gave some fulfilling results. Communication between the handler Peter Bomark 

was good during the whole process and we had good understandings with each other. Access to 

much helpful information was given fairly quickly which helped a lot. 

 

4.2 What went wrong? 
The communication between the people in Finland responsible for the project was very limited. 

During the project they hired a studio called Amendor, to also design possible game concepts which 

turned out to be very similar to the Village idea, so these concepts could naturally be combined into 

a very solid and interesting game. However instead of focus on that potential game the project 

managers decided to go with yet another game idea they came up with themselves, thus making the 

rest of the work more or less obsolete. This halted hopes to possible further develop ideas like The 

Village into more than just a simple game concept, and to fully make use of the knowledge learn 

throughout this whole event. 

 

4.3 Conclusions 
This project gave lots of new knowledge and experience, even though or perhaps because of the 

ideas never came into fruition. Of course you will often think your ideas are better and more realistic 

but unfortunately that does not always matter. Most designers know very few ideas that are 

conceived will come to life, and to experience something like that yourself is probably quite healthy, 

and makes you better prepared for future projects. This was the most important thing learned 

throughout the whole process, something that mature you into a better designer. 
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6. Appendix 
 

Project notes. 

Inspirations:  

Maplestory, Runescape, Mario, Little Big Planet, Rollercoaster Tycoon, Sing Star, Guitar Hero, The 

Sims, Go Super Model, Farmville, Jeopardy, Secret of Mana, Hero Quest, Heroes of Might and Magic, 

Pokémon, Psychonouts, Nitro, Micro Machines, Worms, Lemmings, Cooking Mama,  Tamagotchi 

 

Possible game ideas:   

 Running Guy (Mario, LBP) 

A sidescroller platform game where you have to manage your insulin and blood sugar, either 

by eating fruit or something sweeter like a candy bar or injecting insulin.  Collect points for a 

highscore.  

- Add extra feature so the player can place the food themselves before running the level? 

- Make your own levels in editor you can share with others? 

 

 Car game (Micro Machines, Nitro) 

Top viewed racing game with a small circuit one or more players can play. Player and 

upgrade and buy better cars/parts with a currency you earn by racing and answering 

diabetes related questions. 

 

 Robot friend/Cute furry pet (Pokémon, Tamagotchi) 

A robot friend that has diabetes and teaches you about the subject, alternative a cute furry 

pet that has diabetes which you must take care of.  

 

 Eating game/cooking game (Cooking Mama, The Sims) 

A game to teach children about food and how it chances blood sugar levels. 

 

 Slingshots (Worms, Lemmings) 

Turn based 2d game where two teams have one side each and fights by taking turns shooting 

sugar loaded bombs at each other. 

 

 Insulin ride (Rollercoster Tycoon) 

Build your own rollercoaster and place food, candy and insulin at the right place to make the 

ride go on as long as possible. 

 

 Adventure Quiz (Hero quest, Trivial Pursuit) 

Turn base adventure game to play with and AI or your friend and answer questions about 

diabetes for points. 
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 Village (Secret of Mana, Runescape, Farmville) 

A multiplayer game where you can meet and interact with other people with diabetes. In this 

world knowledge is power, especially knowledge about diabetes.  

- Marketplace in the middle. 

- Ingame time. 

- Currency. 

- Have your own house/farm/shop.  

- AI players that can help you and also helps the game to never feels empty 

 

Motivation for playing the game: 

- Meeting friends. 

- Learning 

- Achievements/Finish Quests. 

- Has a story? 

- FUN. 

Entertainment <> Knowledge  <> Money/Points  <> Entertainment 

 


